
Home Learning Week beginning 1st June 

 

 

Hi everyone 

 

I hope you had a lovely half term. We were able to play crazy golf one afternoon which 

was lots of fun but I came last! 

 

In English we are carrying on with our handwriting, making sure we are ready to start 

joined up writing soon (maybe even next week!!!)  

 

Please copy out the sentences, one sheet every day if you can, making sure you are 

holding your pencil correctly and your letters are sitting on the line. Maybe you could 

write your own sentences underneath.  

 

Please complete both comprehensions, taking care with writing your answers. 

 

In Phonics we are working on pages 127 and 128. 

 

 

Maths 

This week we are revisiting time. By the end of Year 1 the children should be able to 

read the time to the hour and half hour, and draw the hands on a clock face to show 

these times. 

 

Monday 

Please recap on o’clock and half past times on an analogue clock. Please discuss times 

that you do things in your day ( ie have lunch at 12 o’clock etc) 

Please look at the Ordering Times activity, and support your child in drawing on the 

short hand and the long hand in the correct places. We have talked before how the 

short hand is in between 2 numbers for a half past time as it is getting ready to move 

to the next number. Please support your child in cutting out and correctly ordering 

these times.  

 

Tuesday  

Today we are thinking about measuring time. Talk about how long one minute is. How 

many times can you jump, hop, write your name, write numbers, build a lego tower in one 

minute? Make a table with the activity and the total number of times you do the 

activity. Use a timer on your phone or a kitchen timer and see how many times you can 



do them in one minute. Record your results in the table. What could you do the most 

of/least of? 

One minute is not long. Please now talk about how long one hour is. What do you think 

you do in one hour? 

 

 

Wednesday 

Please complete the activity Hours, Minutes or Seconds. 

 

Thursday and Friday. 

We have looked at time problems before however they can be quite tricky for the 

children. Starting with an o’clock time, talk about what the time would be one hour 

later. After a few goes at this, what would the time be one hour earlier? Extension: If 

they are confident with this, ask what the time would be half an hour later/earlier. If 

not keep it as one hour earlier/later and change the questions on the sheets 

accordingly.  

Please work through Drawing Hands and My Day. 

 

I hope you have a good week. Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions 

or would like to share some of your work. 

Kind regards 

Mrs Clifford  

 

 


